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Introduction

Type 1 diabetes (T1D) is a complex disease due to autoimmune destruction of the pancreatic β cells. This is a result of multiple genetic and environmental influences. In population-based twin studies, the concordance rate of monozygotic twins is 40–50% [1]. In contrast, in dizygotic twins the concordance rate is similar to the frequency in siblings (5–10%) which is still more than 10-fold the prevalence (0.2–0.4%) found in the general population [2]. This suggests that genetic susceptibility accounts for somewhat less than half of the etiology of T1D.

T1D Susceptibility as a Genetic Trait

The T-cell mediated autoimmune process that destroys pancreatic β cells in type 1 diabetes (T1D) is a complex phenotype influenced by multiple genetic and environmental factors. Human leukocyte antigen (HLA) accounts for about half of the genetic susceptibility, through a large variety of protective and predisposing haplotypes. Other important loci associated with T1D, with much smaller effects than HLA, include the insulin variable number of tandem repeats, PTPN22, and CTLA-4. Detecting the association and confirming it beyond doubt is only the first step. Identifying the functional variant from among a block of polymorphisms in tight linkage disequilibrium and determining its biological consequences can be an even more challenging task. It is hoped that the identification of additional loci and functional analysis of known ones, no matter how small each individual effect is, will provide: (1) pathophysiological insights necessary for the development of preventive interventions; (2) risk prediction to identify individuals that can benefit from them, and (3) potentially, identification of distinct subgenotypes, with different immune dysregulation pathways leading to the common disease phenotype that may respond to different preventive interventions.
ment with the disease phenotype: pairs of diabetic siblings are genotyped at arbitrary polymorphic markers, equally spaced throughout the genome, to identify regions shared by them at a frequency higher than the expected 50%. This positional approach, so successful with monogenic or Mendelian disorders, has resulted in the naming of eighteen loci (IDDM1–IDDM18) [3], of which almost all have turned out to be statistical artifacts due to underestimates of the sample size required for meaningful statistical power [4].

Environmental Influences

The dramatic increase of T1D over the last two generations in Finland [5], and more than doubling in some countries, clearly points to the presence of environmental factors, but little is known about their precise nature. Viruses and nutritional factors (mostly cow’s milk protein) have been incriminated [6–8], but definitive proof in the form of multiple confirmations is lacking for any of them. Once these factors are identified, their interaction with the other components of genetic susceptibility will lead to a full understanding of disease etiology.

Immunology of T1D

It appears that the cellular autoimmunity in T1D responsible for the destruction of pancreatic β cells is mediated by T cells. B cells produce autoantibodies to β-cell antigens, and in turn present these self-antigens (glutamic acid decarboxylase 65, insulin, tyrosine phosphatase) to T cells. However, a case report of a patient with X-linked agammaglobulinemia who developed T1D suggests that B cells and autoantibodies are not strictly required in this autoimmune process [9]. Most T1D patients can be subclassified as autoimmune (type 1a). On the other hand, the etiology is unknown in a small percentage that lacks any evidence of autoimmunity (type 1b). The main difference between these T1D types is that type 1a patients have islet cell antibodies that serve as markers of disease, primarily in the first year of diagnosis, without playing a role in β cell destruction. Known autoantigens include insulin, glutamic acid decarboxylase, and antibodies against the islet cell antigen 512 phosphatase (IA-2), of which only insulin is β cell specific. Insulin autoantibodies occur more in DR4 haplotype patients and are useful if measured prior to administering exogenous insulin. Glutamic acid decarboxylase antibodies persist the longest following diagnosis and are useful in confirming autoimmune etiology in long-standing cases. The presence of more than one type of antibody is highly predictive of disease, years before clinical manifestations occur [10].

It is unclear what leads to this dysregulation of autoimmunity in T1D. It must result from some imbalance between effector T cells and regulatory T cells. Most T cells have effector function, and are thus programmed to mount the host-defense response to infection. On the other hand, regulatory T cells – a recently recognized T-cell subset – are programmed to moderate the reactivity of effector T cells, for the purpose of protecting self.

HLA Class II (IDDM1 Locus)

The first candidate locus studied and found to be strongly associated with T1D was the human leukocyte antigen (HLA) region on chromosome 6p21.3 [11, 12]. This cluster of homologous cell-surface proteins is divided into class I (A, B, C) and class II (DP, DQ, DR). These proteins are unique in that they are more than an order of magnitude more polymorphic than any other protein in the human genome. This diversity is driven by the positive selection of new alleles that confer the advantage of heterozygosity. This increases the ability to optimally bind a broader range of epitopes and remain current with the evolution of pathogens.

The single-chain class I molecules are ubiquitously expressed and present intracellular antigen to CD8+ cells. Class II molecules are composed of A and B chains and are responsible for presenting extracellular antigen to CD4+ cells, via specialized antigen-presenting cells (fig. 1).

Genetically, the class II region has been found to contribute strongly to T1D susceptibility, attributable mostly to the DR and DQ genes. However, assigning relative importance to each gene, and detecting smaller effects from other genes in the region, is hampered by very strong linkage disequilibrium (LD). LD refers to the strong correlation between alleles at neighboring single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) that are inherited as a block [13]. The association is, therefore, mapped to whole clusters of adjacent alleles (i.e., haplotypes) which encompass more than one gene, rather than to individual alleles.

Alleles are designated with a number that follows an asterisk. Most T1D-relevant polymorphisms are amino acid changes in exon 2 of the A chain of DR and both A
and B chains of DQ. Thus, the most common T1D-pre-
disposing haplotypes in Caucasians are DRB1*0301-
DQA1*0501-DQB1*0201 and DRB1*0401-DQA1*
0301-DQB1*0302 [14]. These are abbreviated by their
serological designations, respectively, as DR3-DQ2 and
DR4-DQ8. Interestingly, heterozygosity for DQ2/DQ8
(which, because of LD almost always implies DR3/DR4
heterozygosity) confers the highest T1D risk in Cauca-
sians. The risk is higher than homozygosity for either hap-
lotype, indicating qualitative rather than merely quanti-
tative interactions between alleles. This genotype is found
in 3% of the general population, but in 30% of T1D pa-
tients, conferring a 15-fold relative risk and an earlier
onset of disease. Most of the remaining Caucasians with
T1D have at least one of these two haplotypes.

Conversely, the HLA-DQ6 haplotype, DRB1*1501-
DQA1*0102-DQB1*0602, has a protective association
with T1D. It is found in <1% diabetic children and 20%
of the general population [14, 15]. If it is in combina-
tion with a predisposing haplotype, the individual remains at
low risk [16].

At a molecular level, at-risk alleles differ structurally
from protective alleles. Most characteristic is the absence
of an aspartic acid molecule at position 57 of the β chain
of the DQ molecule. This reverses the electric charge of
the peptide-binding groove of the HLA-DQ8 molecule,
thereby possibly altering the binding of insulin epitopes
[17].

The role of HLA in T1D was further studied in animal
models. The equivalent to HLA in mice is the major his-
tocompatibility complex (MHC). Work on autoimmune-
prone nonobese diabetic (NOD) mice expressing a diabe-
togenic human HLA class II gene in the presence of a
mouse diabetes-resistant MHC class II genotype failed to
develop diabetes [18–21]. In fact, in NOD mice with a
transgene expressing higher levels of its own diabetogen-
ic MHC class II molecules, there was a decrease in diabe-
tes frequency [22]. This indicates that MHC alleles pre-
dispose to diabetes through loss of desirable function,
rather than gain of undesirable function. It is therefore
speculated that weak binding of some crucial T1D-re-
lated autoepitope(s) by predisposing class II alleles fails
to generate sufficient tolerance, either thymic or periph-
eral. This could result in the targeting of the autoepitope
in the periphery, under conditions of aberrant immune
function, as created by other genetic loci or environmen-
tal inputs [23].
Non-HLA Loci

The HLA haplotypes of highest risk are found commonly in the general population, but only a fraction of these carriers develop T1D. This low penetrance indicates that HLA cannot account for all of the genetic susceptibility to T1D. One quarter of all siblings of T1D patients share no HLA haplotype with their affected sibling, yet these individuals have a T1D risk 7-fold higher than the general population. On this basis it was calculated that HLA accounts for about 40–50% of the genetic risk [2]. Linkage studies have clearly shown that there is no other T1D locus of an amplitude of effect approaching this (table 1). Discovering the numerous other loci responsible for the rest of the genetic susceptibility, no matter how small the individual effects may be, is important in understanding the disease.

**INS-VNTR (IDDM2)**

A polymorphism in the 5’ flanking region of the insulin gene (INS) on chromosome 11p15.5 has been known for two decades to be associated with T1D [24]. It consists of a variable number of tandem repeats (VNTR, also referred to as a minisatellite) polymorphism, located 365 bp upstream of INS, outside coding sequences (fig. 2); there is tandem repetition of a 14- to 15-bp oligonucleotide that is related to a consensus sequence ACAGGGGTGTTGGGG [25–28]. The number of repeats shows a bimodal distribution with alleles clustering either at 30–60 repeats (class I) or 120–170 repeats (class III), with intermediate sizes (class II) being very rare. Homozygosity for the class I alleles confers a relative risk of 2–3 compared with the presence of at least one class III allele. Conversely stated, the less frequent class III alleles have a dominant protective effect.

The INS-VNTR polymorphism does not affect the insulin peptide sequence. Therefore, and given its location upstream of the INS promoter, its biological effects are most likely mediated through allelic differences in INS transcription levels. Indeed, there is a small, but statistically significant, increase in insulin mRNA expression by class I, in comparison to class III alleles, on insulin expression in both fetal and adult pancreas [29, 30]. Such marginal loss of function, however, is not a satisfactory explanation for a dominant effect. In addition to the pancreas, small amounts of insulin (as well as many other tissue-restricted proteins) are known to be expressed in the thymus epithelium [31], an expression likely related to development of central tolerance [31–33]. In fact, it appears that it is in the thymus that the INS-VNTR exerts biologically important effects. The predisposing class I VNTR alleles are associated with 2- to 3-fold lower insulin levels in the thymus. If insulin is expressed in the thymus for the development of self-tolerance, then lower levels of insulin could hamper the process of negative selection, whereby there would be less binding of T cells to insulin self-antigen, and less deletion of insulin-specific autoreactive T cells [34, 35]. Mice that were engineered to have a graded thymic insulin deficiency, while pancreatic insulin remained unaltered, exhibited a detectable peripheral T-cell response to proinsulin even against a nondiabetogenic background [36, 37]. Bred against the NOD background, these mice show marked acceleration of insulitis and diabetes [38]. Importantly, enhanced re-

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gene</th>
<th>SNP</th>
<th>Minor allele (frequency)</th>
<th>p value</th>
<th>Odds ratio (95% CI)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>INS</td>
<td>INS-VNTR</td>
<td>T (0.182)</td>
<td>2.59 × 10^{-10}</td>
<td>1.96 (1.60, 2.41)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CTLA4</td>
<td>3’ flanking SNP</td>
<td>A (0.427)</td>
<td>4.11 × 10^{-2}</td>
<td>1.16 (1.01, 1.33)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CTLA4</td>
<td>Signal peptide Thr17AlaA</td>
<td>G (0.393)</td>
<td>2.43 × 10^{-2}</td>
<td>1.18 (1.02, 1.36)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CTLA4</td>
<td>Promoter SNP</td>
<td>T (0.090)</td>
<td>3.42 × 10^{-2}</td>
<td>1.30 (1.03, 1.66)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PTPN22</td>
<td>aa substitution R620W</td>
<td>A (0.145)</td>
<td>9.61 × 10^{-7}</td>
<td>1.86 (1.45, 2.39)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*INS and CTLA4 data are unpublished data from genetic association studies performed in our lab. PTPN22 data is adapted from [49]. All data are derived from a Caucasian population. All SNPs have two alleles; the minor (rare) allele frequency represents how often this SNP is seen in the population. The OR (odd ratio) can be used to represent the relative risk of an SNP in the human population, with a value of >1 indicating risk. Based on the table by Huiqi Qu.
activity in these mice was confined to insulin and did not affect autoimmunity against other autoantigens.

An interesting twist, and additional support for the importance of thymic expression of insulin, involves two rare class III VNTR alleles that were found to silence thymic insulin transcripts completely, instead of enhancing them. In genetic studies these alleles were found to predispose to, rather than protect from, T1D [39]. Another potential target for allelic regulation by the VNTR is \( IGF2 \), which is located 5 kb downstream, and encodes the insulin-like growth factor II. However, this gene was studied and no difference was noted in \( IGF2 \) mRNA expression between the two VNTR class alleles in human pancreatic or thymic tissue [40, 41].

**CTLA-4**

The cytotoxic T-lymphocyte-associated antigen 4 (CTLA-4) gene was studied as a good candidate gene for T1D because it encodes a T-cell receptor (TCR) that mediates apoptosis in activated T cells. The TCR is a transmembrane glycoprotein expressed within 2–3 days following T-cell activation.

CTLA-4 maps to 2q33 within one of the linkage loci (IDDM12). Its association with T1D [42] was subsequently confirmed by multiple groups [43–46] and mapped to an LD block in the D2S72-CTLA-4-D2S116 region [43, 44]. A large study found association of the same region in Graves’ disease, and autoimmune hypothyroidism, in addition to T1D [44]. This chromosome interval also contains CD28 and inducible T-cell co-stimulator (ICOS), two other candidate genes important in immune function. However, these genes lie outside the associated LD block (fig. 3). In Graves’ disease, an A6230G SNP in the 3′ flanking region of CTLA-4 exhibits the strongest association. This SNP was also found to be important in T1D but could not explain all of the observed association, and effects from the 5′ end could not be ruled out [44]. That region includes an A49G nonsynonymous SNP (Thr17Ala) in the signal peptide and several promoter SNPs.

The mechanism by which the A6230G polymorphism affects the disease is unknown. Allelic effects on mRNA levels, restricted to a soluble isoform of CTLA-4 whose transmembrane domain is spliced out, has been proposed [44]. This mechanism could involve alternative splicing, polyadenylation, or RNA stability only of the soluble, but not of the full-length, isoforms [47]. However, other groups have failed to reproduce this finding [48]. As there are no transcriptional effects of A6230G on the downstream ICOS gene either [48], the mechanism of the effect of this SNP remains unknown.

The independent contribution from the 5′ end of the gene may be related to the signal peptide Thr17Ala substitution, shown to affect glycosylation and surface targeting of CTLA-4 [45], or from a promoter polymorphism in the 5′-flanking region with demonstrated transcriptional effects on the expression of CTLA-4 [46].

Overall, however, compared to HLA or even the insulin locus, the contribution of the CTLA-4 locus to the susceptibility to T1D is minor (RR ≈ 1.2).

**PTPN22**

A recent association of T1D with an SNP in the lymphoid protein tyrosine phosphatase, nonreceptor type 22 gene was found in a case-control study [49] and confirmed by multiple groups [50–53]. PTPN22 maps to chromo-
some 1p13.3-p13.1 and encodes Lyp – a nonreceptor tyrosine phosphatase specific to lymphocytes – which suppresses T-cell activation by dephosphorylating three kinases important to T-cell signaling [54]. It also down-regulates T-cell activation by interacting with a suppressor of kinases known as C-terminal Src tyrosine kinase (Csk) [55]. The SNP results in a R620W amino acid substitution that abolishes the binding of Lyp to its C-terminal Src tyrosine kinase partner.

Functionally, PTPN22 is a compelling candidate gene, as protein tyrosine phosphatases play important roles in TCR signaling. Targeted disruption of PEST domain-enriched tyrosine phosphatase, the mouse analog of PTPN22, results in increased numbers of memory T cells that could accentuate any autoimmune phenomena [56]. In another mouse model, disruption of binding to C-terminal Src tyrosine kinase with an induced mutation mimicking R620W resulted in loss of PEST domain-enriched tyrosine phosphatase inhibition of TCR signaling [57].

However, it must be noted that this polymorphism maps to a solid 293-kb LD block that contains at least 6 other known genes and 625 known SNPs. Therefore, there is still the possibility that there is another potentially functional SNP accounting for the observed LD, and functional studies are needed to distinguish between the SNPs and confirm that R620W is indeed responsible for the biological effect. The concept of how LD helps some aspects of the search for genetic susceptibility and hampers others is explained in figure 4 and the accompanying text box.

**Conclusion/Future Research**

Besides the pure scientific interest, what is the relevance of elucidating the genetics of a complex disease like T1D to the practice of medicine? Risk prediction and gene therapy are often mentioned. However, risk prediction without prevention is of little benefit to the patient, and may do more harm than good. Gene therapy to redress the rather subtle functional effects of a multitude of genetic variants does not appear to be a plausible scenario either.
The main motive for understanding the genetics of T1D is for generating insights towards a complete understanding of disease pathophysiology, necessary for the development of more conventional immune interventions to prevent β-cell destruction.

Ultimately, however, one might speculate that the most important benefit from knowledge of genetic susceptibility to complex traits might come from the ability to distinguish different predisposing genotypes among patients carrying the same diagnostic label because of a
common end-point phenotype (HLA-dependent autoimmune β-cell destruction, as in the case of T1D). As we have previously argued, this common end-point may be the result of quite different loss-of-tolerance pathways in different individuals [58, 59].

The study of autoimmune diabetes in rodent models supports a compelling argument in favor of this speculation. The NOD mouse and the BioBreeding rat are spontaneous, autoimmune, MHC-dependent diabetes models involving insulinitis, autoantibodies, and T-cell responses to the same autoantigens as human T1D. These two inbred strains are genetically the equivalent of 2 human patients. Each has a quite distinct immune dysregulation phenotype, neither of which has been reproducibly found in human T1D patients taken as a whole [58]. It may be that a small percentage of human patients get T1D for the same reason as the NOD mouse, another small percentage have the same dysregulation as the BioBreeding rat, and the remaining get their β cells destroyed as a result of different disruptions.

We believe that it is reasonable to envision a future scenario in which genotyping individuals in the general population for a panel of T1D-related genetic polymorphisms will not only identify the small percentage who are at high risk and can benefit from preventive interventions, but also suggest a choice, from a range of alternatives, of the intervention most likely to be effective in a particular case. This would allow for individualized medicine in T1D.
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